INSTANT PHOTOGRAPHY CHEATSHEET
TIP #1

Take photos on cloudy
days for well-lit results

TIP #2

Hold your instant
camera at full arms
length for selfies.

1. Always stay at least 2 ft (60 cm) from your
subject to ensure that your instant photos
don't look too soft.
2. Use the Instax Mini 9 close-up lens or Mini
90 "Macro Mode" to shoot closer than 2 ft.

TIP #3

Shoot photos of
landscapes, people,
and objects.

1. Centre your subject to avoid distortion.
2. Avoid taking photos of details to avoid
blurry shots.
3. Rotate your camera 90 degrees to capture
landscapes.

TIP #4

Cover the flash with
dark tape.

1. The Instax Mini 8 and 9 flash always fires,
which can lead to over-exposed photos.
2. Avoid this by covering the flash with dark
tape e.g. when taking selfies using a
mirror.

TIP #5

Stay calm if you are
experiencing technical
issues :)

1. It's quite common to experience technical
or other issues with instant cameras.
2. Stay calm and refer to these handy guides
if you are experiencing any difficulties.

TIP #6

Use your instant
camera for a wedding
photo booth.

1. Leave spare film, and instructions for
reloading at your photo booth OR
2. Ask a bridesmaid or groomsman to handle
the reloading.
3. Capture the memories in a photo album.

TIP #7

Buy your instant film
in bulk!

1. Instant photography can be expensive due
to instant film costs, especially during the
learning phase.
2. Buying film in bulk can save up to 50%!

TIP #8

1. Avoid underexposed shots by taking
instant photos when the light is evenly
hitting everything e.g. on cloudy days.
2. You can also take photos in shaded areas
for similar results.

Experiment,
experiment,
experiment!

1. Experiment with exposure settings, sunny
slightly cloudy works well on the Mini 8 &9
2. Try shooting with monochrome film.
3. Use "hi-key" mode for indoor settings that
are not well-lit.
4. Use a color lens for artistic photo effects.
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